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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Wind power generation has become a primary renewable energy source since
2000. It actually is treated as a most effective approach by energy indus-
try to reduce greenhouse gas emission, to mitigate climate change, and to
achieve sustainability. Now, almost all major countries have established
long-term goals to promote the development of wind power generation fa-
cilities and the integration of wind power into power systems. For example,
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has set a target that 20% electricity
supply in 2030 should be from wind generation [1]. To address its serious
air pollution issue and also to support the increasing demand on electricity,
China has considered wind power is the most critical component in its en-
ergy development plan. A recent report shows that its goal is to generate
25% total electricity from wind power by 2030 [2].
To achieve those goals, the development of wind power generation has
been grown up drastically. As shown in Figure 1, the cumulative installed
wind power generation capacity of the world grows from 17,400 MW in
2000 to 432,833 MW in 2015. North American and European Union coun-
tries were the pioneers on wind energy development and utilization before
they were replaced by China in 2009. Up to 2015, China now has more than
145 GW of wind power capacity installed, which is more than the total of
the European Union [3] and is twice as much as of that in the United States.
Actually, the fast development of wind power in China has not been slowed
down yet. According to the information released by National Energy Admin-
istration of China [4], the newly installed wind power generation capacity
in 2015 is about 32.97 GW, which is more than 20% of its total capacity in
2015.
Although the commercial-scale wind power generation facilities have
been widely deployed, it still remains as a challenging issue to effectively
integrate wind power into power grid. Basically, there are two reasons. One
is that the nature of wind power, i.e., its variability, intermittency, and less
controllable characteristics, make it less compatible and dispatchable in a
grid, where the whole system should be highly reliable. We note that such
difficulty can be mitigated by utilizing better hardware, e.g., more flexible
generation assets, and software, e.g., sophisticated scheduling and manage-
ment methods, to improve the controllability of wind power generation.
Another one is that the long physical distances between wind resources and
load centers require for strong power delivery systems, which are often insuf-
ficient or congested to absorb wind power. As shown in Figure 2, the most
resourceful areas in China are its northern and western parts while most
people are living in the southern and eastern parts. Clearly, such disparity
makes it hard to fully dispatch wind power, even it is generously subsidized
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Figure 1: Global cumulative installed wind power generation capacity
to have very low cost. According to [5], in 2015, the curtailment (i.e., the
undispatched wind power) rate in China is 15%, and can be as high as 30%
in less populated provinces.
Obviously, on the one hand, sites and sizes of wind farms should be care-
fully selected. An inappropriate location or wrongly determined capacity
definitely cannot ensure its wind power dispatchability, which fails to reach
the wind power penetration target or recover the investment cost. Hence,
an analytical method that considers all critical factors, such as loads, wind
resources, existing generation assets and grid configurations, should be em-
ployed to support those decisions. This is particularly important for power
grids that are operated as electricity markets where market rules should be
followed to clear load and supply [6–8]. On the other hand, power grid needs
to improve its delivery capacity to integrate more wind power. Certainly,
building new and stronger transmission and distribution systems, especially
long-distance transmission lines, could dispatch more wind power and re-
duce its curtailment. However, such new projects, which are often across
multiple states or provinces, must go through stringent environmental evalu-
ations and approvals, could be extremely expensive, and require many years
to complete. Different from that idea, a recent strategy is to switch off some
existing lines to accommodate different load situations [9,10]. Research has
shown that this strategy, which is often referred to as topology control, can
significantly improve the power delivery capacity and demonstrate a desired
cost-effectiveness property [11,12].
Although many recent papers have studied using topology control to
achieve higher penetration level of wind and other renewable energy (e.g.,
[13–17]), its impact on the sitting and sizing of wind farms have not be fully
investigated. It basically remains unknown how to analytically determine a
wind power generation capacity expansion plan when the electricity market
is operated with topology control. Hence, an effective planning tool con-
sidering those factors is definitely needed, to support wind power and other
renewable energy to reach a high penetration level and to achieve sustainable
development in modern power systems.
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(a) Wind power resources in China (b) Population density of China
Figure 2: Wind resource and population distribution in China
1.2 Literature Review
Over the last twenty years, to address the planning challenges of integrating
wind and other renewable energy into power gird, many advanced decision
support models and sophisticated computing methods have been developed
and studied (e.g., [18–22] and related references in [23, 24]). Nevertheless,
limited research has been extended to consider the electricity market impact
on wind power generation planning, where the absorption of wind power is
determined by the market clearing outcomes.
To capture the interaction between system planner and electricity mar-
ket, bilevel optimization (and its variants) is often adopted where the lower
level problem, a linear program (LP) in general, is to derive market clear-
ing results. Many system expansion planning applications can be found
in the literature, including those for transmission e.g., [25, 26], for conven-
tional generation e.g., [27–29] and for joint development of transmission and
generation e.g., [30, 31]. Research presented in [6] is probably the first one
to explicitly study wind generation planning in an electricity market. On
top of the lower level market problem, the upper level determines the wind
farm location and capacity decisions to maximize the revenue from pay-
ing absorbed wind power at locational marginal prices. Study presented
in [7] extends that in [6] by considering joint investment on wind genera-
tion and transmission lines. To handle the computational challenge when a
large number of scenarios are introduced to capture load and wind power
uncertainties for bilevel model of [6], a Benders decomposition method is
developed in [32] to make use of decomposable structures and to efficiently
solve typical instances. A recent paper [33] investigates the forecast errors
of uncertain generation units (e.g., wind farms) by considering two mar-
kets, i.e., the regular day-ahead market based on nominal forecast and the
new real-time balancing market to handle imbalances from forecast errors,
and builds a scenario-based bilevel optimization model to simulate the day-
ahead market in different stochastic scenarios. We mention that the typical
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approach to compute those bilevel mixed integer programs (MIPs) is to re-
formulate into single level problems by replacing the lower level LPs with
the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions, and then to linearize them into
linear MIPs that are readily computable by a professional MIP solver or by
Benders decomposition [32].
As noted earlier, topology control is a rather new strategy for power
systems, which was introduced in [9] in 2005. Although it does not in-
volve any costly hardware installation or upgrade, according to [11], a great
transmission capacity increase can be achieved, which leads to a savings of
25% in system dispatch cost. As shown in [34], it can be further dynami-
cally co-optimized along with unit commitment decisions to generate signifi-
cant economic and reliability benefits in dealing with network contingencies.
Hence, many recent papers study integrating topology control into system
operations to better absorb wind and other renewable energy, (e.g., [13–17]).
Nevertheless, as noted in [12, 35, 36], topology control, as a non-traditional
operation, raises new challenges to system operators and electricity markets.
Now, fast and reliable topology control algorithms for large-scale grid are
still in the development stage, coordination of topology control and other
operations are under investigation, and, in particular, many economic and
policy implications should be addressed in market environments.
1.3 Research Objectives and Paper Structure
In this paper, to analytically support the development of wind power and
other renewable energy, we study the capacity expansion planning problem,
i.e., to address the sitting and sizing issue of wind farms, under an electricity
market environment that employs topology control to achieve better trans-
mission capacity for less market clearing cost. Specifically, we first develop
a novel mixed integer bilevel optimization model to represent investment,
operation and topology control decisions constrained within a market en-
vironment. To the best of our knowledge, we have not been aware of any
existing study on topology control in market-based bilevel (either planning
or operation) models. Because the lower level is an MIP, due to the topology
control decisions, it cannot be equivalently replaced by any KKT conditions.
To solve this challenging bilevel MIP, we then customize a recent decompo-
sition method and enhance it by making use of grid structure. Finally, by
solving instances obtained from typical IEEE test beds, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our solution method on solving bilevel capacity expansion
model, and analyze the impact of topology control on wind power genera-
tion planning and wind power integration.
Overall, we believe that the presented research will provide novel tools to
analytically support wind and other renewable energy development, to gain
a deeper understanding on topology control, and to promote the integration
of renewable energy in modern electricity markets.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present our bilevel MIP model for market-based wind power generation ca-
pacity expansion planning problem. In Section 3, a customized computa-
tional method using the reformulation and decomposition strategy, along
with its enhancements, is described. In Section 4, we provide numerical
results and our analysis on typical IEEE test beds. Section 5 concludes this
paper with a discussion on the future research directions.
2 Wind Power Generation Planning Model
2.1 Modeling Preparation
In this study, we consider a single planner that makes sitting and sizing
decisions of wind generation facilities, i.e., wind farms, over the power grid
that runs an electricity market to clear load and supply. By following the
convention of bilevel capacity expansion planning research, we build a static
model of wind power generation planning for a single representative year.
Hence, all wind farm sitting and sizing decisions are made in the same
stage, which could provide a desired tradeoff between modeling accuracy
and computational trackability [6]. Certainly, it can be extended to a multi-
stage model with timing decisions, which should have an extremely higher
computational complexity.
To represent the electricity demand over that single year, we adopt the
popular load-duration curve, as in the top level picture in Figure 3, that
plots demand levels (with their durations) from highest to lowest. Because
it captures the long-term demand information in a compact way, it has
been often used in various power system planning research, e.g., [37,38]. To
formulate a trackable model, we follow the discretization strategy [6, 38] to
cluster the whole curve into |T | demand blocks (|T | = 4 in Figure 3) and use
their mean values (displayed as bold lines) to represent those curve segments.
The lower level picture plots the corresponding wind intensity curves in those
blocks, which, again, will be represented by their mean values (displayed as
in bold lines). Note also that the fuel-based power generation typically has
a nonlinear increasing cost function. That is, the marginal cost is getting
larger for a higher level generation. To handle such nonlinearity issue, we
also partition the generation capacity into a few production blocks, and
assign different unit costs to those blocks to match that increasing marginal
cost trend.
Similarly, to capture the We note that our data preparation is to build
a rather deterministic bilevel model, while more samples (i.e., scenarios)
from each demand block, as in [6], can be employed to develop a stochastic
one. Nevertheless, a stochastic bilevel MIP model (with lower level MIP
problems) imposes a prohibitive computational challenge and should de-
mand for more sophisticated algorithms. Hence, we currently focus on the
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Figure 3: Load and wind duration curves
investigation of topology control and wind power generation planning in a
deterministic environment, and leave the study in a stochastic environment
as a future research direction.
2.2 Bilevel MIP Formulation and Description
In our bilevel optimization model, the upper level, i.e., the system planner,
seeks optimal sites and sizes of new wind farms to maximize the (weighted)
wind power absorption and minimize the (annualized) investment cost in
that representative year, subject to budget and wind resource availability
restrictions. Note that in a power grid, a site is referred to a bus in the
network. Wind power absorption at each bus is actually determined by the
market clearing problem, which is the lower level problem that minimizes
the dispatch cost with consideration of grid configurations. As mentioned
in Section 1, we particularly model topology control operations within the
lower level clearing problem. We next provide the table of nomenclature that
includes parameters and variables, and then present our bilevel wind power
generation planning model. When it is clear within the context, a letter in
bold face is to represent a vector of variables denoted by that letter.
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Nomenclature
Indices and Sets
T the set of demand blocks, indexed by t
I the set of buses, indexed by i
L the set of lines, indexed by l
Ω the set of fuel-based generators, indexed by j
Ωi ⊆ Ω the set of fuel-based generators at bus i,
Ψ the set of buses eligible for building wind farms, Ψ ⊆ I
Bj the set of production blocks of generator j, j ∈ Ω, indexed by b
o(l) the origin bus of transmission line l
d(l) the destination bus of transmission line l
r ∈ Ω the reference bus
Parameters
κ weight coefficient for wind power absorption
Lt Duration (in hours) in demand block t
Sl susceptance of line l
hi and ci annualized fixed and investment costs of unit wind power capacity at i
Hi and Ci fixed and investment costs of unit wind power generation capacity at i
ρi load shedding penalty cost that is strictly positive
Cˆ overall budget of wind power investment
U i capacity upper bound of wind farm installation at i
Pjb Generation capacity of b-th block by fuel-based generator j
Di,t power demand at bus i in demand block t
ki,t wind intensity at bus i in demand block t
f l transmission capacity of line l
θ maximum value of phase angle
pjb price offered by generator j in its b-th block, j ∈ Ω
Variables
xi binary variables, 1 if a wind farm is installed at bus i
ui wind power capacity
gwi,t wind power production at bus i in demand block t
gmjb,t power generation in b-th block by fuel-based generator j in demand block t
si,t load shedding at bus i in demand block t
zl,t binary variables with 0 representing that line l is switched off in demand block t
fl,t power flow on transmission line l in demand block t
θi,t phase angle at bus i in demand block t
max κ
∑
t∈T
Lt
∑
i∈Ψ
gwi,t −
∑
i∈Ψ
(ciui + hixi) (1a)
s.t.
∑
i∈Ψ
(Ciui +Hixi) ≤ Cˆ (1b)
ui ≤ U ixi, ∀i ∈ Ψ (1c)
xi ∈ {0, 1}, ui ∈ R+, i ∈ Ψ (1d)
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where (gmt ,g
w
t , θt, ft, st, zt) ∈
arg min
{ ∑
j∈Ω
∑
b∈Bj
pjbg
m
jb,t +
∑
i∈I
ρisi,t (2a)
s.t. 0 ≤ gwi,t ≤ ki,tui, ∀i ∈ Ψ (2b)
0 ≤ gmjb,t ≤ Pjb, ∀j ∈ Ω, b ∈ Bj (2c)∑
j∈Ωi
∑
b∈Bj
gmjb,t + g
w
i,t +
∑
l|d(l)=i
fl,t + si,t = Di,t +
∑
l|o(l)=i
fl,t, ∀i ∈ Ψ
(2d)∑
j∈Ωi
∑
b∈Bj
gmjb,t +
∑
l|d(l)=i
fl,t + si,t = Di,t +
∑
l|o(l)=i
fl,t, ∀i ∈ I/Ψ
(2e)
fl,t = Sl
(
θ(o(l),t) − θ(d(l),t)
)
zl,t, ∀l ∈ L (2f)
− f l ≤ fl,t ≤ f l, ∀l ∈ L (2g)
− θ ≤ θi,t ≤ θ, ∀i ∈ I/{r} (2h)
zl,t ∈ {0, 1},∀l ∈ L, si,t ≥ 0,∀i ∈ I
}
(2i)
for all t ∈ T.
For the upper level problem, the objective function in (1a) is to maximize
the (weighted) annual wind power absorption and the annualized fixed and
investment costs. Constraint in (1b) defines the total budget to restrict
installed wind farms and their capacities. Constraints (1c) provide upper
bounds on wind farm capacities.
The lower level problem in (2) provides market clearing results using
DC optimal power flow formulation. We highlight that a set of (2) will
be defined for all demand block in T . Unless explicitly mention, we treat
the aggregation of those problems together as the lower level problem in
our bilevel optimization model. Specifically, the objective function (2a) is
to maximize social welfare, which is translated to minimize the total gen-
eration cost from fuel-based power generators over their production blocks.
Note that wind power is assumed to have zero cost. Constraints in (2b)
impose upper bound restrictions on the wind power injection due to avail-
able wind intensity, for buses with wind farms. Constraints in (2c) ensure
upper bound restrictions on power generation of each fuel-based generator
and its every production block. Constraints in (2d) and (2e) present power
balance requirements for buses with and without wind farms. Constraints
in (2f) define, if that line is not disconnected, i.e., zl,t = 1, the power flow is
proportion by Sl to the phase angle difference between two ending buses of
each line. Otherwise, the power flow is 0. Constraints in (2g) provide lower
and upper bounds for power flow in each line. Constraints in (2h) bound
phase angle for each bus, except the reference bus, whose angle is fixed at
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0.
Obviously, the upper level problem in (1) is a typical budget allocation
formulation. When line switching operations are not introduced, the lower
level problem in (2) reduces to a pure linear program, which is the case in
the majority of exiting bilevel optimization based power system capacity ex-
pansion models, e.g., [6,32]. Nevertheless, different from them, we highlight
that (2) is a mixed integer nonlinear program, given that zl,t’s are binary
and (2f) are nonlinear. With the binary value of zl,t and upper bound of θi,t,
the nonlinear terms in (2f) can be linearized by using additional variables
and constraints. For example, consider θ(o(l),t)zl,t in (2f). It can be equiv-
alently replaced by a new variable ϑ(o(l),t) and the associated constraints:
−θzl,t ≤ϑ(o(l),t) ≤ θzl,t, (3a)
θ(o(l),t) − θ(1− zl,t) ≤ϑ(o(l),t) ≤ θ(o(l),t) + θ(1− zl,t) (3b)
By using such linearization technique to all nonlinear terms in (2f), the
lower level problem (2) can be readily converted into an MIP. Since those
linearization operations are rather simple, we do not present the complete
linearized model and still use (1-2) with (2f) as our bilevel planning model
to gain intuitive understanding.
Remark: Although the complicated nonlinear factor can be addressed by
linearization, the essential challenge to solve the bilevel optimization model
(1-2) comes from the mixed integer formulation of (2). Because of the non-
convexity nature from discrete variables, the popular KKT conditions based
solution approach is not applicable anymore. Indeed, algorithm development
for bilevel mixed integer program with a mixed integer lower level problem
is rather limited and few real applications have been accurately solved. Ac-
tually, the existence of integer variables could cause the whole bilevel MIP
model not have any optimal solution [39]. For instances with an optimal
solution, a recent algorithm strategy, i.e., reformulation and decomposition
method [39], has demonstrated a strong solution capability in computing
bilevel mixed integer capacity expansion problems [40, 41]. Hence, in the
next section, we adopt this method and present a customization according
to specifications of our bilevel wind power planning MIP model. Moreover,
we design a few enhancement techniques that could further significantly im-
prove our computational power over practical instances. Before we proceed
to the next section, we state a result on the existence of an optimal solution
to (1-2). Let x and u denote the vectors of xi and ui, i ∈ Ψ, respectively.
Proposition 1. (i) The lower level problem in (2) has a finite optimal
solution for any combination of (x,u) and zt, i.e., it has the relatively
complete response property.
(ii) The complete bilevel MIP model in (1-2) has an optimal solution.
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The first result follows from the fact that the load shedding penalties
guarantee the existence of an optimal solution to (2) for any given (x,u)
and zt. Then, according to Corollary 3 in [39], the second result is valid.
3 Solution Method Based on Reformulation and
Decomposition
As mentioned earlier, the straightforward KKT conditions based solution
method cannot be applied due to the existence of binary variables for line
switching operations in the lower level problem. As shown in [39], the refor-
mulation and decomposition method can effectively address that challenge,
which is customized and enhanced in this section. Because the lower level
problem (2) is complicated, we next provide a compact matrix-based repre-
sentation to make our exposition in this section more accessible.
(gmt ,g
w
t , θt, ft, st, zt) ∈ arg
{
min pmgmt + ρst : (4a)
s.t. Amgmt +A
wgwt +A
f ft +A
sst = Dt (4b)
fl,t + θ
T
t Jzt = 0, ∀l ∈ L (4c)
Bmgmt +B
wgwt +B
f ft +B
aθt ≥ b + Ku (4d)
gmt ≥ 0,gwt ≥ 0, st ≥ 0, zt ∈ {0, 1}|L|
}
(4e)
where, with properly defined coefficient matrices, the first constraint rep-
resents those in (2d-2e), the second constraint represents those in (2f) and
the third constraint include all other constraints, i.e., bound constraints.
We mention that superscript T in (4c) denotes the transpose operation and
vector u represents the capacity variables from the upper level problem.
In the following, we describe the basic idea and concrete steps of our
computational method using the compact formulation of (2).
3.1 An Equivalent Reformulation for Decomposition
To provide a decomposable structure for algorithm development, we follow
[39] to reformulate our original bilevel MIP model in (1-2) as follows. Note
that 1 ∈ R|Ψ| is a vector of 1s c, h and x are vectors of ci, hi and xi
respectively, and other notations are introduced in the compact form in (4).
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max κ
∑
t∈T
Lt(1
Tgwt )− (cu + hx) (5a)
s.t. (1b− 1d) (5b)
Amg˜mt +A
wg˜wt +A
f f˜t +A
ss˜t = Dt,∀t ∈ T (5c)
f˜l,t + θ˜
T
t J z˜t = 0, ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (5d)
Bmg˜mt +B
wg˜wt +B
f f˜t +B
aθ˜t ≥ b + Ku,∀t ∈ T (5e)
g˜mt ≥ 0, g˜wt ≥ 0, s˜t ≥ 0, z˜t ∈ {0, 1}|L|,∀t ∈ T (5f)
pmg˜mt + ρs˜t ≤ min
{
pmgmt + ρst : (5g)
s.t. Amgmt +A
wgwt +A
f ft +A
sst = Dt (5h)
fl,t + θ
T
t Jzt = 0, ∀l ∈ L (5i)
Bmgmt +B
wgwt +B
f ft +B
aθt ≥ b + Ku (5j)
gmt ≥ 0,gwt ≥ 0, st ≥ 0, zt ∈ {0, 1}|L|
}
∀t ∈ T (5k)
Because of (5g), we can conclude that (5) is equivalent to the original
bilevel MIP model in (1-2). Although more complicated than (1-2), it,
however, provides a convenient representation to derive non-trivial bounds
to (1-2). Specifically, let Zt be the collection of all possible realizations of
zt. Clearly, |Zt| = 2|L|. Next, (5g-5k) can be rewritten by enumerating zt
as
pmg˜mt + ρs˜t ≤ min
{
pmgm,qt + ρs
q
t : (6a)
s.t. Amgm,qt +A
wgw,qt +A
f f qt +A
ssqt = Dt (6b)
f ql,t + (θ
q)Tt Jz
q∗
t = 0, ∀l ∈ L (6c)
Bmgm,qt +B
wgw,qt +B
f f qt +B
aθqt ≥ b + Ku (6d)
gm,qt ≥ 0,gw,qt ≥ 0, sqt ≥ 0
}
, ∀zq∗t ∈ Zt, (6e)
where zq∗t ∈ Zt is a particular realization of zt.
Although (6) is definitely cumbersome due to enumeration, it has two
critical advantages. First, once zq∗t is provided, the right-hand-side of (6a-
6e) is an LP. Because it has a finite optimal value that can be characterized
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by its KKT conditions, we have
pmg˜mt + ρs˜t ≤ pmgm,qt + ρsqt (7a)
(6b− 6d)
Ampiqt +B
mηqt ≤ pm (7b)
Awpiqt +B
wηqt ≤ 0 (7c)
Afpiqt +
∑
l∈L
λnl,t +B
fηqt = 0 (7d)
Aspiqt ≤ ρ (7e)∑
l∈L
Jzq∗t λ
q
l,t +B
aηqt = 0 (7f)
ηqt ⊥
(
Bmgm,qt +B
wgw,qt +B
f f qt +B
aθqt − b−Ku
)
(7g)
gm,q ⊥
(
Ampiqt +B
mηqt − pm
)
(7h)
gw,qt ⊥
(
Awpiqt +B
wηqt
)
(7i)
sqt ⊥
(
Aspiqt − ρ
)
(7j)
gm,qt ≥ 0,gw,qt ≥ 0, sqt ≥ 0, piqt , λql,t free, ηqt ≥ 0} (7k)
where piqt , λ
q
l,t, and η
q
t are dual variables of constraints in (6b), (6c) and (6d)
respectively.
Second, instead of having a complete enumeration, (6a-6e) developed
based on a subset Zˆt ⊆ Zt leads to a relaxation of (5), or equivalently, a
relaxation of (1-2). Those two critical advantages enable us to develop an de-
composition algorithm using the column-and-constraint generation method [42].
Remark:
Note that the nonlinear complementarity constraints in (7g)-(7j) can be
linearized. Consider iˆth constraint in (7h) as an example. It is equivalent to
constraints in (8), where M is a sufficiently large number.
gm,q
iˆ
≤Mδiˆ (8a)(
Ampiqt +B
mηqt − pm
)
iˆ
≥M(δiˆ − 1) (8b)
δiˆ ∈ {0, 1} (8c)
3.2 Decomposition Algorithm
As a decomposition algorithm, two subproblems and one master problem
are involved in an iterative procedure. We first present two subproblems
and then introduce the master problem within the algorithm description.
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For a given upper level decision u∗, we formulate and compute the follow-
ing subproblem SP1. Note that it is defined for every t ∈ T. As mentioned
earlier, it can be linearized and readily computed as an MIP problem.
SP1 : Φt(u
∗) = min pmgmt + ρst (9a)
s.t. Amgmt +A
wgwt +A
f ft +A
sst = Dt (9b)
fl,t + θ
T
t Jzt = 0, ∀l ∈ L (9c)
Bmgmt +B
wgwt +B
f ft +B
aθt ≥ b + Ku∗ (9d)
gmt ≥ 0,gwt ≥ 0, st ≥ 0, zt ∈ {0, 1}|L| (9e)
Clearly, SP1 provides an optimal solution of lower level model (2) under
a wind power investment plan u∗. However, it might have multiple optimal
solutions. To derive one that is in favor of (1), we define and compute
subproblem SP2, which aggregates all demand blocks. Again, SP2 can be
readily computed as an MIP problem.
(SP2) Φ(u∗) = max κ
∑
t∈T
Lt(1
Tgwt )− (cu + hx) (10a)
s.t. Amgmt +A
wgwt +A
f ft +A
sst = Dt ∀t ∈ T (10b)
fl,t + θ
T
t Jzt = 0, ∀l ∈ L ∀t ∈ T (10c)
Bmgmt +B
wgwt +B
f ft +B
aθt ≥ b + Ku∗ ∀t ∈ T
(10d)
pmgmt + ρst ≤ Φt(u∗) ∀t ∈ T (10e)
gmt ≥ 0,gwt ≥ 0, st ≥ 0, zt ∈ {0, 1}|L| ∀t ∈ T (10f)
Next, we provide the concrete steps of our decomposition algorithm. Let
LB, UB represent lower and upper bounds of the algorithm and ε represent
the given optimality tolerance.
Step 1 Set LB = −∞, UB = +∞, Zˆt = ∅ for t ∈ T, and the iteration
counter j = 1.
Step 2 Solve the master problem (MP).
(MP) Θ = max κ
∑
t∈T
Lt(1
Tgwt )− (cu + hx) (11a)
s.t. (5b− 5f) (11b)
(7a− 7k) ∀zq∗t ∈ Zˆt,∀t ∈ T (11c)
Derive an optimal solution, report the upper level decisions x∗ and u∗, and
update UB = min{Θ, UB}.
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Step 3 Solve subproblems SP1 for given u∗ and for t ∈ T and report their
optimal values Φt(u
∗).
Step 4 Solve subproblem SP2 for given u∗ and Φt(u∗). Report opti-
mal binary variables zq∗t , t ∈ T and the optimal value Φ(u∗). Update
LB = max{Φ(u∗), LB}.
Step 5 If UB−LB|LB| ≤ ε, return LB, report (x∗,u∗) and terminate. Otherwise,
goto Step 6.
Step 6 Set j = j + 1, and update Zˆt = Zˆt ∪ {zq∗t } for t ∈ T. Go to Step 2.
Note that the complementarity constraints in MP can be linearized as
in (8), which results in an MIP problem. So, all subproblems and master
problem can be computed by a professional MIP solver. Following above
steps, our algorithm terminates with an optimal wind power generation
expansion plan (x∗,u∗) in finite iterations [39].
3.3 Grid Structure Based Algorithm Enhancements
It can be anticipated that our decomposition algorithm, as an iterative pro-
cedure, will have a heavy computational burden to deal with large-scale
power grids, especially for the master problem. To alleviate that compu-
tational burden, we propose to analyze the underlying network structure,
eliminate unnecessary variables, and generate valid inequalities to narrow
down the search space.
Situations under our consideration satisfy these two assumptions: (i)
the least load shedding cost, i.e., min
i∈Ψ
ρi, is strictly higher than the most
expensive generation cost, i.e., max
j∈Ω,b∈Bj
pj,b; and (ii) even without any wind
power generation, i.e., xi = 0, i ∈ Ψ, the lower level problem (2) has a market
clearing solution without incurring load shedding. The first assumption
reflects the actual practice that heavily penalizes any possible forced load
shedding. The second assumption simply states that the existing grid is
able to use fuel-based generators to satisfy demand, which is valid for most
systems that have to hedge against wind power intermittence and volatility.
Consider bus i and let L(i) be the set of lines that link to i.
Proposition 2. If bus i has a non-zero demand in demand block t, and is
neither equipped with fuel-based generation nor eligible for wind farm instal-
lation, we have ∑
l∈L(i)
zl,t ≥ 1 (12)
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is valid for any optimal solution to (1-2).
Proof. Based on the aforementioned two assumptions, we can easily con-
clude that, regardless of the upper level decisions on wind farm installations,
bus i must be connected to the rest of grid in any optimal solution to (2)
defined for that demand block t. So, (12) follows naturally.
Without hurting any possible optimal solutions, we can include (12) into
the lower level problem (2). Note that when L(i) is a singleton, say {l1}, we
can simply eliminate variable zl1,t from (2) as zl1,t equals to one.
The idea behind inequality (12) can be generalized from a single bus to
a partition of the grid. Consider a partition (V,W) of I, i.e., V ∪W = I
and V∩W = ∅. Let L(V,W) be the collection of lines between V and W.
Proposition 3. If the aggregated generation capacity within V or W, is
not sufficient to meet with demand, i.e., either∑
i∈V(Di, t−
∑
j∈Ωi
∑
b∈Bj Pjb)−
∑
i∈Ψ∩V U i > 0, or
or
∑
i∈W(Di, t−
∑
j∈Ωi
∑
b∈Bj Pjb)−
∑
i∈Ψ∩W U i > 0,, we have∑
l∈L(V,W)
zl,t ≥ 1. (13)
is valid for any optimal solution to (1-2).
Again, (13) can be included into (2) defined for that demand block t
Figure 4: 6-Bus power system
Next, we use a 6-bus system presented in Figure 4 to illustrate those
valid inequalities. We assume that all lines have sufficient capacities and
ignore the phase angle issue to simplify our illustration. Suppose that we
have a single demand block (hence we drop subscript t) and demands on
those six buses are 5, 10, 0, 5, 15, 10 MW, respectively. Buses 1 and 2 have
two fuel-based generators that have 30 and 20 MW generation capacities,
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respectively. Bus 3 is a node that is eligible to install a wind farm with up
to 10 MW capacity.
By inspecting lines linking to buses 4 and 5, we can easily conclude that
the line 1-5 and the line 2-4 cannot be disconnected. So, variables z1−5 and
z2−4 can be eliminated. In addition, for bus 6, we have
z2−6 + z3−6 ≥ 1,
according to Proposition 2. Consider the subset V that includes buses 2, 4, 6.
Note that its aggregated generation capacity is 20 MW while its aggregated
demand is 25 MW. Hence, based on Proposition 3, we have
z1−2 + z3−6 ≥ 1.
Remark:
(i) In our numerical study, we perform a pre-processing step to analyze the
network structure, heuristically generate (12) and (13), and then include
all of them in a priori fashion to the lower level problem. For instances
from large systems, we observe a significant computational time reduction.
One explanation is that, although those inequalities are of simple structures,
they probably reflect the sparsity nature of real power grids and effectively
reduce the solution space.
(ii) We mention that both (12) and (13) can be further strengthened by
considering line capacities. So, their right-hand-sides are not necessary equal
to 1. Also, there are possibly a huge number of inequalities in the form of
(13) that can be generated. Hence, future research directions include how
to develop valid inequalities stronger than (12) or (13) and designing novel
strategies for on-the-fly generation of those valid inequalities.
4 Computational Results
In this section, we first describe our test data sets and computational plat-
form. Then, we present and analyze results regarding our computational
methods. Finally, we give detailed numerical results and discuss the impact
of topology control.
4.1 Data Sets and Computational Platform
Our test bed consists a few popular IEEE systems [43], including RTS-96
(24-bus),57-bus and 118-bus systems. Parameters of those systems are mod-
ified based on original data, where demands, generation and line capacities
are multiplied by 1.5, 10 and 5 for RTS-96, 57-bus and 118-bus systems, re-
spectively. Those demands are used as base loads to generate demand blocks
based on Figure 3. Specifically, 4 demand blocks, whose durations are 1200,
3600, 2400 and 1560 hours respectively, have 93%, 81.7%, 69.2% and 59% of
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the base loads respectively. Also, wind intensities are 31.7%, 30.6%, 43.2%
and 30.4% of the base wind intensity, which is adopted from [6].
As for a generator, we partition the whole capacity into several produc-
tion blocks with different prices. They are 50%, 30% and 20% of its total
capacity for 3 blocks or 40%, 30%, 20% and 10% for 4 blocks, respectively.
Then, prices of blocks are random generated from ranges that are increasing
and non-overlapping as in [6]. For RTS-96 system, we have 4-6 sites that
are eligible for wind farm installation. As for 57-bus and 118-bus systems,
7 to 15 sites are eligible. The total budget for wind farm installation are
$3,000 million, $8,000 million and $12,000 million for those 3 systems, re-
spectively. Cost of wind generation capacity is $0.8 million for one MW and
the fixed cost equals to the cost of 20 MW capacity for all test beds. Ca-
pacity upper bounds for wind farm installations are obtained by randomly
allocating total budget$0.7 M megawatts among all eligible sites. We consider a 15-
year planning period and an 8% interest rate, which means 11.68% is used
to compute annualized fixed cost and investment cost. Finally, for each test
bed, we randomly generate 5 instances and obtain 15 instances overall. For
all of them, the value of κ is set to 10 in our computation.
Our algorithm, including the variant with enhancement, is implemented
in C++ and tested on a PC with Intel Core i5-45990 CPU of 3.30GHz
and 4GB memory. CPLEX 12.6 [44] is called as an MIP solver to compute
master and subproblems, where M is set to 106 to linearize complementarity
constraints. The optimality tolerance of our algorithm is set to 0.1%, the
optimality gap inside CPLEX is set to 0.01%, the time limit for one iteration
is 600 seconds and the overall time limit is 3,600 seconds.
4.2 Performance of Computational Methods
We first select one instance of 118-bus system to illustrate the convergence of
the standard reformulation and decomposition computational scheme. Note
that this system has 177 lines, which requires 177 binary line switching vari-
ables in the lower level problem. Along with hundred continuous variables
and constraints for fuel-based generation, phase angles, and wind power
absorption, the lower level problem is clearly sophisticated and such scale
bilevel MIP instance is assumed to be very challenging to compute. Never-
theless, our method demonstrates a quick convergence behavior as observed
in Figure 5. Only 4 iterations and about 2500 CPU seconds are sufficient to
close the gap within the tolerance. Indeed, as shown in the following table,
our enhanced method can further reduce the number of iterations and the
overall computational expenses.
Table 1 reports the detailed results regarding the algorithm performance
of both the standard method and its enhanced variant on all instances.
Column “# Iter” displays the number of iterations before the algorithm
is terminated. Columns “UB”, “LB” and “Gap” provide upper and lower
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Figure 5: Convergence over iterations
bounds, and the relative gap between them at termination. Column “CPU
(s)” gives the overall computational time in seconds. Row “Ave.” computes
mean values of comparable columns over all instances for each test bed.
Based on information presented in this table, we have the following two
observations:
(i) The customized reformulation and decomposition can effectively handle
the challenge from binary line switching variables, and exhibits a strong
capacity to compute our bilevel wind power generation capacity planning
problem. As can be seen, for all instances, it can derive optimal solutions
with a few iterations in a reasonable time. Hence, we believe that it provides
a fundamental platform for more advanced study, such as computing those
using stochastic scenarios to capture wind or load uncertainties.
(ii) The enhanced variant demonstrates a significant improvement over the
standard one. Note that it generally can reduce the overall computational
time by 50%. For 57 and 118-bus systems, it also reduces the number
necessary iterations by about 20%. Those evidences definitely support us
to pursue research in this direction by developing stronger valid inequalities
and computationally friendly implementation methods.
4.3 Impact of Topology Control
We first demonstrate the impact of topology control on the locations of
wind farms. Figure 6 presents wind farm installation plans for an RTS-96
24-bus instance with and without topology control. Note that 5 possible
wind farm sites (at bus 7, 13, 17, 22 and 24) are remarked with circles. If
no topology control is employed, we observe in Figure 6a that wind farms
are installed at 4 eligible sites (at bus 7, 13, 17 and 24). Nevertheless, if
topology control is implemented, as shown in Figure 6b, a different plan is
observed, where 4 sites (at bus 7, 13, 22 and 24) are installed with wind
farms. Figure 6b also shows that 6 lines, which are marked with stars,
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Table 1: Computational performance
Standard Enhanced
ID # Iter UB LB Gap CPU (s) # Iter UB LB Gap CPU (s)
24-bus
1 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 54.12 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 13.24
2 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 42.36 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 15.72
3 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 59.11 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 29.69
4 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 89.1 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 40.62
5 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 71.06 2 10022.63 10022.63 0.00% 28.69
Ave. 2 0.00% 63.15 2 0.00% 25.59
57-bus
1 3 27349.94 27343.69 0.02% 178.14 2 27349.94 27349.94 0.00% 48.19
2 2 27349.94 27349.94 0.00% 57.18 2 27349.94 27349.94 0.00% 74.54
3 3 27349.01 27324.15 0.09% 196.31 3 27349.01 27337.18 0.04% 104.68
4 3 27034.87 27013.46 0.08% 105.82 2 27060.15 27033.77 0.10% 56.17
5 2 27349.94 27323.98 0.09% 30.09 2 27349.94 27349.94 0.00% 20.91
Ave. 2.6 0.06% 113.51 2.2 0.03% 60.9
118-bus
1 4 41024.91 41018.42 0.02% 2532.17 3 41024.91 41024.91 0.00% 1033.54
2 2 40743.34 40710.36 0.08% 290.08 2 40721.1 40688.4 0.08% 344.18
3 3 41024.91 41013.84 0.03% 788.14 2 41024.91 41024.91 0.00% 299.54
4 3 39927.23 39887.18 0.10% 655.49 2 39925.01 39887.18 0.09% 198.36
5 3 41024.91 41013.39 0.03% 921.19 3 41024.91 41024.91 0.00% 741.03
Ave. 3 0.05% 1037.41 2.4 0.04% 523.33
are switched off in the second demand block. In that block, wind power
absorption is 397.489 MW, higher than 395.801 MW if no topology control is
implemented. Indeed, as more wind power is utilized, fuel-based generation
occurred in expensive production blocks becomes less, which further leads
to an expenditure reduction in market clearing.
Table 2 reports the detailed results between models with and without
topology control on all instances. Columns “Obj.” gives optimal value of
the objective function of the upper level problem, while column “Wind”
provides value of the first term, i.e., the weighted wind power absorption, in
that objective function. Columns “Obj-Impr.” and “Wind-Impr.” compute
the relative improvements due to topology control in terms of “Obj” and
“Wind”. Based on information presented in this table, especially for 57-
bus and 118 bus systems, we can conclude that topology control, by better
placing wind farms and absorbing more wind power in dispatching, could
be very helpful to reduce wind power curtailment and improve the wind
penetration level. Such improvements are non-trivial and could be more
significant for large systems. As shown for instances of 118-bus system, on
average almost 5% (almost 8% for one individual case) more wind power
could be integrated. Hence, we do believe that topology control definitely
are critical and beneficial to fully make use of wind power and achieve the
20% [1] or 25% [2] wind penetration target. Also, as mentioned earlier, since
less fuel-based generation is needed, electricity generated at a high cost will
be reduced so that an economic advantage will be produced as well.
In practice, switching off many existing lines could be very challenging
to maintain a reliable power grid. So, it would be desired to just switching
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(a) Installation without
topology control
(b) Installation with
topology control
Figure 6: Wind farm installation on RTS-96 24-bus system
Table 2: Impact of topology control
ID
Without TC With TC
Obj-Impr. Wind-Impr.
Obj Wind Obj Wind
24-bus
1 10022.63 9672.23 10022.63 9672.23 0.00% 0.00%
2 10022.63 9672.23 10022.63 9672.23 0.00% 0.00%
3 10022.63 9672.23 10022.63 9672.23 0.00% 0.00%
4 9981.55 9631.15 10022.63 9672.23 0.41% 0.43%
5 10022.63 9672.23 10022.63 9672.23 0.00% 0.00%
Ave. 0.08% 0.09%
57-bus
1 26897.45 26430.25 27349.94 26882.74 1.68% 1.71%
2 27349.94 26882.74 27349.94 26882.74 0.00% 0.00%
3 27021.15 26553.95 27337.18 26869.98 1.17% 1.19%
4 26615.36 26148.16 27033.77 26566.57 1.57% 1.60%
5 26895.53 26428.33 27349.94 26882.74 1.69% 1.72%
Ave. 1.22% 1.24%
118-bus
1 38147.19 36745.59 41024.91 39623.31 7.54% 7.83%
2 39050.1 37648.5 40688.4 39286.8 4.20% 4.35%
3 38917.13 37515.53 41024.91 39623.31 5.42% 5.62%
4 38363.42 36961.82 39887.18 38485.58 3.97% 4.12%
5 39887 38485.4 41024.91 39623.31 2.85% 2.96%
Ave. 4.80% 4.98%
off a small number of lines for better performance. Actually, as we observe
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Figure 7: Benefits of topology control on 118-bus system
in our numerical study, it is often the case that switching off a few lines
is sufficient to achieve the maximal benefits. For illustration, we perform
a set of experiments on the 5th instance of 118-bus system by imposing a
cardinality constraint on the lines being switched off, i.e.,∑
l∈L
zl,t ≤ K
in lower level problems. We then compute the associated bilevel MIP model
for different K. Results for K ranging from 0 to 10 are plotted in Figure 7,
where “Obj.” and “Wind” are defined the same as those for Table 2
It can be easily seen in Figure 7 that the wind power absorption is non-
decreasing with respect to K. By allowing more lines to be switched off,
up to 3% more wind power integration can be achieved. Nevertheless, the
marginal improvement becomes zero even more than 7 lines are allowed to
be switched off. It suggests that by just applying topology control to a very
small portion of lines, e.g., 7 out of 177 in this case, we will be able to
enjoy the maximal benefits. We also would like to point out that there is
no positive benefit when K ≤ 2. Such observation indicates that topology
control should be applied in a way that multiple switching operations need
to be coordinated, and it is unlikely to have a clear improvement from single
line switching operations.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a novel bilevel mixed integer optimization model to
investigate wind power generation planning problem in an electricity market
environment with topology control operations. As the lower level problem
introduces binary variables to model line switching decisions, traditional
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KKT conditions based solution approach cannot be applied. To solve this
challenging bilevel MIP, we customize a recent decomposition method and
develop a couple of enhancement methods by making use of grid structure.
Through computing instances obtained from typical IEEE test beds, our
solution methods demonstrate a strong solution capacity to this bilevel MIP
model. Also, we do observe that applying topology control on a small num-
ber of lines could be very helpful to reduce wind power curtailment and
improve the wind penetration level.
In the future, we would like to extend our model to consider stochastic
wind and demands situations, so that we can more accurately describe ran-
dom wind power generation and demand fluctuations. Certainly, it requires
more advanced algorithm development. Given the significant computational
improvement from the valid inequalities derived based on grid structure, we
believe that stronger and more general valid inequalities and effective gener-
ation methods are worth pursuing, to further strengthen our computational
capacity on practical bilevel MIP problems.
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